Faux Paw Internet Safety Activity
Grades 2-5

Materials needed:

Video Faux Paw’s Adventures on the Internet from youtube
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gPse7dcXwrU.

Optional: If you have the book Faux Paw’s Adventures on the Internet.

Alice program installed on Teacher computer (for teacher lead activity), Alice
program installed on students computers for student input.

Presenting lesson:

Teacher will read book Faux Paw’s Adventures on the Internet if book is
available. As you are reading the book discuss Internet Safety with students.
Point out dangers of sharing personal information over the internet or on phone.
Danger of talking (texting) to people, because we do not know for sure who we
are talking to. How we can tell a trusted adult if someone says or sends us
anything over the Internet or phone that makes us uncomfortable. 20 minutes
(depending on discussion time)

Teacher will show the video Faux Paw’s Adventures on the Internet (I have
read the book and then showed the video without pausing for discussion, if we
discuss during reading). If you didn’t read the book and discuss, you can pause the
video at key points, discuss Internet Safety with students. Point out dangers of
sharing personal information over the internet or on phone. Danger of talking
(texting) to people, because we do not know for sure who we are talking to. How
we can tell a trusted adult if someone says or sends us anything over the Internet
or phone that makes us uncomfortable. Video length is 5 minutes, add 15
minutes discussion time